FESTIVAL ORGANIZER
The day that takes place the final of volleyball with the two winner teams
in the league, will take place a party in the pavilion to celebrate this, in
which all the students of the secondary school can to attend there.
For this day, the persons that take charge of organize the party are the
persons of each group that have the role of festival organizer (one for
group), so we have done a group of WhatsApp and here, we talk about all
the things about the party.
-COLLECTED MONEY
In order to buy all the things that we need to prepare the party, we
thought of each person put 1.50 euros. To collect this money easier, each
one gave the money to the festival organizer of his team and we took care
of put all the money together.

-FOOD
In the party, obviously there has to be food for the players and for the
students that will be present there, so we have thought to buy the food
that I have put up continuation:
HEALTHY FOOD
-Different fresh fruit (bananas, apples, pears, clementine…)

-Different dried fruit/nuts (walnuts, almonds, pistachios…)

UNHEALTHY FOOD
-Bags of potatoes, Cheetos, gusanitos…

-DRINK
To drink, we have thought to buy water, juices of different flavours, fanta
(lemon and clementine), coca-cola…

-IMPORTANT THINGS
In addition, for all this, we need to bring a table and buy glasses, dishes
and everything necessary for that day. Also, we have thought that it is
important that we buy rubbish bags to use as a rubbish bin and for make
easier and cleaner when we picking up all of the party. One thing that I
think is very important too, is the music for give a better environmental.
We don´t have thought the music yet, but there will be.

-AWARDS
Regarding to the awards, we have thought about organize it in this way:
-For all the participants in the league of volleyball: we will make diplomas
and buy medals, in total approximately 45 medals and diplomas, but we
have thought that we could make two more diplomas for our teachers.

-For the team in the second position: we will buy chocolate or something
like that.

-For the winner team: we will buy a trophy and maybe chocolate or
something like that, just like the team that´s in the second position.

While the matches are played, we will do some games to the students that
will be present there and the winners of this games will be to award with
chocolate, sweets or something like that.

-SELF EVALUATION
My team, Miuras, made it easier for me to develop my role, such as when
I asked for the money, all of them, the next day, bring me it and never put
any complaint… I haven´t got any complaint with my team, because there
is a good environmental and companionship, although obviously we can
improve a lot of things for playing better, for example, the communication
among us. From the first moment we understood each other and we have
dedicated to try to improve and help each one. In my opinion, this is one
of the basic things that a team should have since this helps players to
enjoy playing and that they like the sport.
Respect with persons that have the same role as me, I think that there
could be more organization and we must improve the coordination, so we
must reach an agreement in everything and we have different opinions.
Other thing that I think we must improve is the job, that is to say, work all
equality, especially, in give our opinion, because I think that in this role,
this is one of the most important things, so how I said before, we must to
reach an agreement and discuss among all, and we must know what is the
thing that our partners think about something for improve easily.
In spite of this, I think that we are developing our role correctly, although
improvement. As our job is shown the day of the final, we can´t know how
will to be, but if things continue like now, I think that the party will be
fantastic.
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